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Abstract. Wet adhesion is achieved by mussels so naturally. Their adhesion mechanism has 
inspired scientists to obtain wet adhesives for a long time. The amino acid 3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) produced by mussels adheres to different types of surfaces and 
also contributes to cohesive interactions. Here, we showed the spontaneous adhesion of DOPA 
functionalized four armed poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) polymer to spin labeled polystyrene (SL-PS) 
nanosurfaces by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.  In addition to DOPA, 
adhesion property of another amino acid of tryptophan (Trp) was studied. Trp attached four armed 
PEG polymers did not adhere to the surface of SL-PS in the force free condition. However, two 
armed DOPA and two armed Trp functionalized PEG adhere to the PS. 

Introduction 
Marine mussels are able to attach to different surfaces in water in spite of the waves, winds, 

birds, etc. They can achieve strong and durable binding to a variety of surfaces using a bundle of 
threads and plaques which are composed of mostly mussel foot proteins (Mfps) [1]. Studies have 
shown that a dozen of Mfps are responsible for both adhesive and cohesive interactions [1, 2]. The 
common feature of these Mfps is containing an unusual amino acid of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine 
(DOPA), formed through posttranslational modification of tyrosine amino acid [1]. The DOPA can 
bind to various surfaces via hydrogen bonding, metal-oxygen bonding and hydrophobic bonding, 
and also it plays an important role in intermolecular crosslinking [3]. DOPA is readily oxidized at 
alkaline pH values or in the presence of oxidizing agents for the curing of the adhesive [4].  

Since DOPA has a special function for the adhesion mechanism of mussels, we have attached 
four DOPA molecules to the end of four armed poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) polymer (PEG-
(DOPA)4) [5]. In addition to DOPA, we have also studied the effect of another amino acid of 
tryptophan (Trp) on the adhesion mechanism [5]. Therefore, tryptophan functionalized four armed 
PEG polymer (PEG-(Trp)4) and a combination of DOPA and Trp functionalized (Trp)2-PEG-
(DOPA)2 were synthesized.   

In the presence of water, strong hydration layers hinder the adhesion [5, 6]. Especially in the 
force free condition, hydration repulsive forces must be overcome for the attachment. In order to 
determine the spontaneous wet adhesion, we have introduced electron paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR) spectroscopy in our previous studies [5, 6]. EPR spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique 
to characterize the paramagnetic centers. Therefore, this technique is useful for studying metal 
complexes, inorganic and organic radicals, protein structures, drug delivery and surface defects, etc. 
[7-13]. Spin labeling of polystyrene (PS) in combination with EPR technique allows us to monitor 
the surface of nanobeads in solution [5, 6]. The EPR line shape of a paramagnetic sample strictly 
depends on the dynamics behavior of the spin center. The rotational motion of spin labels on the 
surface of nanobeads is affected by the polymer adhesion. If the polymer covers the surface, this 
restricts the dynamics behavior of spin labels and changes the EPR line shape. Thus, EPR 
spectroscopy is able to determine the spontaneous adhesion in water. 
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Experimental 
The synthesis of PEG-(DOPA)4, PEG-(Trp)4 and (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 were prepared as 

described in published procedures [5]. For DOPA attachment, the amine group of L-DOPA was 
protected with tertbutyloxycarbonyl (Boc) group and then the product of N-Boc-L-DOPA was 
reacted with PEG-(NH2)4 (10 kDa). In this study, the attached DOPA amino acids to PEG are all 
protected.  1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 6.77 (t, 8H), 6.57 (d, 4H), 6.15 (s, 4H), 4.21 (s, 4H), 3.81 
(t, 8H), 3.64-3.45 (m, 896H), 3.00 (d, 8H), 2.72 (t, 8H), 1.41 (s, 36H).  

For PEG-(Trp)4, PEG-(OH)4 (10 kDa) and p-nitrophenyl chloroformate were mixed to obtain 
PEG-(p-nitrophenyl carbonate)4. Next, tryptophan and PEG-(p-nitrophenyl carbonate)4 were mixed 
to get PEG-(Trp)4. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ: 10.75 (s, 4H), 7.49 (d, 4H), 7.30 (d, 4H), 
7.11 (s, 4H), 7.03 (t, 4H), 6.94 (t, 4H), 4.14-4.09 (m, 8H), 3.48 (m, 896H), 3.13 (d, 8H). 

For (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2, (NH2)2-PEG-(OH)2 (10 kDa) was transformed into (H-N-Boc)2-PEG-
(OH)2 using di-tert-butyl dicarbonate in the presence of triethyl amine. Then, with an ratio of 2:1:2 
Trp:PEG:DOPA, first tryptophan and followed by DOPA amino acids were attached to the four 
armed PEG polymers just like the processes described above. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ: 
7.49 (d, 2H), 7.29 (d, 2H), 7.11- 7.09 (m, 2H), 7.044-7.007 (m, 2H), 6.99-6.92 (m, 2H), 6.80-6.78 
(m,4H), 6.58-6.55 (m, 23 2H), 6.54-6.43 (m, 2H), 3.99-3.92 (m, 10H), 3.48 (896H), 3.20-3.17 (m, 
8H), 2.99 (t, 4H), 1.29 (s, 18H).    

Spin labeled polystyrene (SL-PS) nanobeads were prepared according to the previous studies [5, 
6]. Amine modified polystyrene nanobeads (60 nm) were mixed with 4-carboxy-Tempo and 1-
ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide in 0.2 M MES buffer (pH 3.0) for one day at room 
temperature (RT). The resulting SL-PS was purified in centrifuge concentrator with washing several 
times with MES buffer. SL-PS was mixed with different concentrations of PEG-(NH2)4, (Trp)2-
PEG-(DOPA)2 and PEG-(DOPA)4 with a volume ratio of 1:1 in MES buffer at pH 3.0. Acidic 
medium was used to avoid DOPA oxidation. X-band EPR measurements were done using a CMS 
8400 (Adani) benchtop spectrometer at RT. All spectra were normalized to the intensities of the 
middle signals and also they were simulated using the Matlab-based Easyspin 4.5.5 software 
package [14]. UV-Vis spectra were obtained from UV-2550 UV-Visible spectrometer (Schimadzu, 
Japan). 

Results and Discussion 
      Fig. 1 (A) shows UV-Vis spectra of functionalized four armed PEG polymers and the precursor 
sample of PEG-(NH2)4 in 0.2 M MES buffer at pH 3.0. As expected, PEG-(NH2)4 did not show any 
absorption signals. However, after addition of DOPA molecules, a strong absorption signal at  
278 nm was detected. Similarly, after addition of Trp amino acids, a broader absorption signal 
compared to DOPA signal at 279 nm was observed. These results show the attachment of DOPA 
and Trp to the four armed PEG polymers. In addition, both DOPA and Trp were attached to the 
same PEG polymer, and its UV-Vis spectrum shows both absorption features of DOPA and Trp. 
UV-Vis spectrum of (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2  also shows the ratio of Trp and DOPA on the PEG 
polymer. Addition of 45% of UV-Vis spectrum of PEG-(DOPA)4 and 55% of UV-Vis spectrum of 
PEG-(Trp)4 gives the UV-Vis spectrum of (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 (Fig. 1 (B)). Threfore, four arms of 
each PEG polymer were successfully funtionalized with two Trp and two DOPA molecules.  
1H NMR results also proved the attachment of DOPA and Trp to PEG polymers.  
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Fig. 1. (A) UV-Vis spectra of PEG-(NH2)4, PEG-(DOPA)4, PEG-(Trp)4 and (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 
in 0.2 M MES buffer at pH 3.0. (B) Comparison of (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 and the sum of 45% of 
UV-Vis spectrum of PEG-(DOPA)4 and 55% of UV-vis spectrum of PEG-(Trp)4 from (A).   

In addition to the adhesive function of DOPA molecule, DOPA is able to form inter molecular 
crosslinks. DOPA molecules can form a metal coordinated network in the presence of iron (Fe3+) 
ions or can form covalent coordination between DOPA molecules in the presence of oxidizing 
agents [1]. Here, we showed the gel formation of (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 and PEG-(DOPA)4 
polymers in the presence of bis(tetrabutylammonium) dichromate in 0.2 M MES buffer at pH 3.0. 
Dichromate (Cr2O7

2-) ions oxidize the DOPA molecules and form a covalently cross linked DOPA 
network. Fig. 2 shows the gel formation of (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 and PEG-(DOPA)4 in the 
presence of Cr2O7

2- ions. Since the number of DOPA is higher in PEG-(DOPA)4, the gel formation 
is completed fast (Fig. 2 (D)). For the (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2, the gel formation is slower compared 
to the gel formation of PEG-(DOPA)4, and its gel also includes non gel part (Fig. 2 (C)). This also 
proves the success of synthesizing Trp and DOPA functionalized PEG polymers. As expected, 
PEG-(Trp)4 does not form gel with Cr2O7

2- ions (Fig. 2 (B)).     

 
Fig. 2. Bis(tetrabutylammonium) dichromate in 0.2 M MES buffer at pH 3.0 (A), after addition of 
bis(tetrabutylammonium) dichromate to PEG-(Trp)4 solution (B), to (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 solution    
(C) and to PEG-(DOPA)4 solution in 0.2 M  MES buffer at pH 3.0.     

    In solution, dynamics behavior of paramagnetic molecules can be studied by EPR spectroscopy 
[5]. Since EPR lineshape is very sensitive to the rotational motion of the spin center, free spin labels 
(SL) and bound SL on PS nanoparticles must be different. The free SL shows three sharp EPR 
hyperfine lines because of the fast isotropic motion with a rotational correlation time 20 ps. 
However, the rotational motion of the bound SL is restricted therefore its EPR lineshape has broad 
hyperfine lines with a longer rotational correlation time 3 ns. Here, we characterized the adhesive 
properties of DOPA and Trp functionalized PEG polymers by using EPR spectroscopy in terms of 
dynamic motions of spin labels. Fig. 3 shows the EPR spectra of SL-PS before and after addition of 
PEG-(Trp)4, (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 and PEG-(DOPA)4. In Fig. 3 (A), the EPR spectrum of SL-PS 
does not change after addition of PEG-(Trp)4 with 22 mg/mL and 90 mg/mL concentrations. This 
means that PEG-(Trp)4 does not bind to surface of PS and spin labels on the PS are not affected 
from the PEG-(Trp)4 in the solution. Addition of both Trp and DOPA functionalized PEG 
polymers, (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2, to the SL-PS suspension gradually changes the EPR spectrum of 
SL-PS (Fig. 3 (B)). A second type of spectrum nearby the spectrum of the bare SL-PS appears. 
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Explicitly, a signal at 333.5 mT shows the formation of this new type of spectrum. This new 
spectrum comes from the covered spin labels on the polystyrene. Therefore, its rotational motion is 
more restricted compared to the rotational motion of spin labels on the bare polystyrene. 
Simulations showed that rotational correlation time of covered SL is about 10 ns (5). Since PEG-
(Trp)4 does not bind to SL-PS surface, DOPA plays a crucial role for the adhesion of (Trp)2-PEG-
(DOPA)2 to the SL-PS surface. In order to show the adhesion role of DOPA, PEG-(DOPA)4 was 
added to SL-PS suspension. For both 22 mg/mL and 90 mg/mL of PEG-(DOPA)4 concentrations, 
the second type of spectrum was observed clearly. There is a signal at 333.5 mT appears very 
strongly which is originated from covered spin labels by PEG-(DOPA)4.  

 
Fig. 3. EPR spectra of SL-PS before (black) and after addition of (A) PEG-(Trp)4, (B) (Trp)2-PEG-
(DOPA)2 and (C) PEG-(DOPA)4 with 22 mg/mL (red) and 90 mg/mL (blue) concentrations. Insets 
show the low field spectral region to emphasize the formation of signals of covered spin labels. 

    The second type of spectrum increases with amount of PEG-(DOPA)4. Simulations showed that 
the covered spin labels percentages are about 60% and 80% upon addition of 22 mg/mL and  
90 mg/mL PEG-(DOPA)4. Comparison of EPR spectra of SL-PS after addition of PEG-(DOPA)4 
and (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2 showed that higher DOPA content increases the adhesion. For example, 
additions of 90 mg/mL PEG-(DOPA)4 and (Trp)2-PEG-(DOPA)2  to SL-PS suspension covered 80% 
and 60% of spin labels on polystyrene nanoparticles, respectively. These results showed that DOPA 
is crucial for the adhesion. On the other hand, Trp does not bind to PS. However, both Trp and 
DOPA functionalized PEG polymer show adhesion but weaker than the adhesion of PEG-(DOPA)4. 
    Interactions between DOPA and styrene groups are considered as hydrophobic interactions. In 
the force free conditions, these hydrophobic interactions are strong enough to adhere DOPA to 
polystyrene surface. Even though, tryptophan molecules have hydrophobic side chains, their 
spontaneous interactions with styrene groups are not strong enough for the adhesion. Therefore, 
PEG-(Trp)4 does not adhere to PS surface. 

Conclusion 
    DOPA molecules show the spontaneous wet adhesive ability. In solution, DOPA modified PEG 
polymers are able to adhere to the surface of polystyrene nanobeads without applying any force. 
The hydrophobic interaction between DOPA and the styrene groups on the PS is strong enough to 
achieve the adhesion. However, another hydrophobic amino acid of Trp cannot accomplish 
adhesion to PS. The combination of DOPA and Trp functionalized PEG polymer is also able to 
adhere to PS but less than the adhesion of PEG-(DOPA)4 to PS. This shows the importance of 
DOPA amino acids for the wet spontaneous adhesion. EPR spectroscopy allows us to study the 
spontaneous adhesion of polymers in solution. Increasing the rotational correlation time of the spin 
centers on the model surface reports the adhesion of DOPA.     
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